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Welcome to El Burro's first issue for the 1970's from, the new Editor.
Let me introduce you to this issue.
Variety is the only word that describes the format of this · El Burro.
And, entertaining is the word that best describes our variety format. But · before you read the rest of the magazine and decide for yourself, here's a sneak
preview of wllat's coming in the following pages.
.
How many policemen do you know who are college students? Well,
we know one, and we let the cat out of the bag in a well-written feature
on page 4. I'm warning you though, don't be surprised if our feature subject
turns out to be the quiet fellow who sits next to you in class and to whom
you've been bragging all about your sideline activities.
The Pass-Fail grading system is coming to UT El Paso next fall. For
some students, the new grading system will prove to be a relief, for others it
may spell added scholastic problems. Get a glimpse of the new squeeze for
next fall by reading this deeply-researched essay on page 8.
Take one cat, a small boy, an irate father, and you have the ingredients
for "The Present," a short story by Craig Hoover. Craig, a UT El Paso graduate
student, has had some of his creative writings published and has won awards
for his talents as well. You won't be disappointed after you read Craig's
fiction story on page 11.
Art in El Burro? Well, why not!?! With the cooperation of the Art Department, we are presenting some creative work done by members of our
student body. Don't miss The Gallery on pages 12 and 13.
"Easy Rider" was an excellent motion picture which depicted the
violent friction that occurs when opposite ends of the generation gap come in
contact. Pat Ellis, a UT El Paso student, took an "easy ride" of his own and
captured his experiences in vivid photographs and talks about it in a very
descriptive writing style. You'll find "Taos: the Easy Ride's Over" on page 22.
Book reviews usually make for enjoyable reading, especially if the book
being reviewed is on the caliber of "Message from Moscow" by an observer.
Dale Hamilton, a UT El Paso student, uses a sophisticated writing style to
review this intriguing best seller. You won't have to turn far to read this
review, it's on page 3.
He came into his job the center of controversy, and he leaves his influential position the center of yet further controversy. This feature story entitled "Up From Obscurity" accurately describes one of the most dynamic
students on this campus. You're probably asking, "Who is this person?"
Sorry, you'll have to turn to page 18 to find out who he is.
And there's more in this issue, but why should I give it all away? I may
have previewed more than should be done in an editorial. Tch! Tch!
Incidentally, if you have any strong opinions about this issue, ideas expressed, or subjects covered, please write a "Letter to the Editor," and let me
know what you think. Keep the letters short, and send to:
El Burro Editor
202 W Union
University of Texas at El Paso 79999
Well, looking forward to hearing from you.

Happy reading.

A STUDENT BY DAY
by
Toy Wong
"Clark Kent steps into a telephone
booth, changes his clothes-zowiehe turns into Superman. I change
my clothes and turn into a pig," said
Marcelino Galaviz.
He laughed. "Of course, that's
only one of my three lives. I'm a
husband and father, and I'm a college kid, too. I guess I'm three
stereotypes in one."
Marcie is an average appearing
college student by day, a tough cop
at night, and a husband and father
during the few hours each day he
can spend with his family, but he's
good at each of his jobs. If he
wasn't he'd drop out of college, or
give up the police force.
A sophomore political science
major, Marcie attends classes five
days a week as well as working a
7 p.m. to 3 a.m. shift as a policeman
for the El Paso Police Department.
The remainder of his time is qevoted to studying, sleeping, and leading
as normal a life as possible for a
man leading three different lives . .
Marcie admits that although his hurried schedule often proves to be difficult, it is not to the degree where
he can't cope with it. After twelve
years on the police force, he has be-

come accustomed to the hours and
finds his work both stimulating and
adventurous.
Marcie's day is o.ne of sharp contrasts and varying encounters during his "double life" as a student and
policeman. "It's a huge contrast," he
said. "However, when I am in school,
I'm here as a student, not as a policeman on an observation course. At
the same time, when I'm at work, I
am there as a policeman."
Marcie isn't the only one who sees
a marked difference between campus
life and that of the public servant.
Students, upon discovering the nature
of his occupation, often react as
though they have been deceived.
Marcie says that student's attitudes
toward him sometimes chill when
they discover his line of work.
'Tm working for a change in
that," he said. "It's a question of
showing I'm a student here. Once
that's established, relations return to
normal. I'm here to learn just the
same as anybody else. I don't see
that being a policeman makes a man
better or worse than anybody else.
You have to be a man before you're
anything else," he continued.
As far as name-calling is con-
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cerned, Marcie revealed that it really
doesn't bother anybody. "It's something that goes with a minority group.
Society always has a name for a
minority group. All of a sudden they
start calling us 'pigs.' Before it was
'coppers' and 'flatfoot.' The names
just change with the times."
The general attitude among the
public, however, is very receptive towards policemen, according to Marcie. As far as the controversy con-

"Sometimes I get discouraged about going to school
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"My hobby is people ..

sudden you're not a spectator . anymore, and you're expected to act.
That's where you feel that your training has really paid!"
A typical night for Marcie begins
at 6:45 p.m. 'when he picks up his
assignment giving him his district.
'(he remainder of the night will be
spent cruising that area and answering calls ranging from family fights
to gang fights. The majority of calls
involve disturbances such as dogs
barking, thefts, assaults, and noisy
cars. Marcie found actual police work
to be "a completely different thing
than I anticipated," mentioning that
more trivia was handled than were
the serious things.
A typical night has its laughs, too.
Marcie . recalls the night when two
patrolmen · took in a drunk to be jailed. At this time, the Mayor and City
Councilmep.' had been invited to ride
with the "city's policemen in order to
better acquaint . them with the job
of a cop. When the intoxtcated man
was being led to jail, he yelled threats
to the policemen saying that he was
a personal friend of the Mayor and
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would see that they were all fired.
The whole time the man was making
his threats, the Mayor was standingby, witnessing the whole situation just
as he had while riding in the same
squad car when the man was first
picked up.
Some events aren't quite so light,
however. There was. the time Marcie
and his partner answered a call for
an injured party. When the two patrolmen arrived at the scene, a man
walked out of the house and handed
the police a pistol saying, "Here, I
just shot my wife."
A policeman's life isn't easy, and
it's often frustrating. Marcie pointed
out that a clergyman or physician
can display his emotions m o r e
readily t h a n can a policeman.
"A policeman loses hi s temper,
and that's an unforgiveable sin! You're
constantly under pressure, and constantly in the public eye. It can really get tough."
The public, according to Marcie,
makes a policeman's job harder for
him by not placing its confidence in
his capabilities. Once again, it's a
question of gaining the public's support.

Not only is work frustrating, but
Marcie often finds his schooling discouraging. "Sometimes I get discouraged about going t o school.
You're trying to get an education so
that you may find the proper leverage to tum your job into a profession," he said. But it may become a
financial problem. "You can't really
blame a man if after he gets an education he leaves his job for a better
paying one. The wages you get as
a policeman are almost adequate for
the amount of training that you have.
Yet, becoming a policeman is the
only way for your lower-class to get
upward mobility. You don't find
well-to-do people going into police
work."
The quality of policemen is not
necessarily hindered by this situation,
says Marcie. "You don't find we're
in police work for the money. You
can be a plumber's assistant .and make
a policeman's salary, or more."
Not all of Marcie's time is spent
at school or in a patrol car. When
free, he sums up his activities by saying, "I like to enjoy life to the fullest.
My hobby is pepple. Until you get
a chance to see how people are or
are . not alike, you can't sit back and
look at yourself and try to understand it."
When time is available, he takes
his family camping to the Gila Forest.
In addition, he works with different
groups of young people such as the
Boys Club, Baptist Association, and
a small part with the Southeast Optomists. Marcie jokingly added as a
pastime his coin collection as an easy
way to save money. Formerly, he had
also served as editor for the newspaper which is the official organ of
the El Paso Municipal Police Officers
Association before it was discon./
tinued.
Few would disagree that being a
student, policeman, or family man is
not easy. Fewer people would disagree that being all three can keep
a man pretty busy, especially in this
day and age. But for Marcelino Galaviz, it's just part of his life's many
experiences to which he would conclude, "It's all in a day's work!" D

FAIL SYSTEM

students feel . less pressure and enjoy education. The
pass-fail plan also allows more freedom in selecting
courses.

suits from the pass-fail experiment show the dropout rate
at this institution decrea~ed as much as 20 percent.
Princeton allows its students to take one of five
courses, outside their major field, as pass-fail. The school's
primary purpose in doing this is to lure students into
taking subjects ordinarily overlooked because of a fear of
not passing. - Although the students are required to take
all exams, their final grade is not the usual letter, but
simply pass or fail. The final results from Princeton's
test with pass-fail are very similar to those of Brandeis.
The faculty is in over-whelming agreement that the passfail plan gives them an opportunity to work with students
of various majors.

Rules were set up at Brandeis to govern the passfail option. One rule stated that no course taken under
pass-fail could fulfill a student's major or minor requirements. As a result, courses such as drama, music and art
were most popular as pass-fail electives.
After the first year of pass-fail grading at Brandeis,
results showed that of 351 students enrolled in 120 courses,
343 passed while eight failed. In the spring term of 1967,
119 courses were filled by 443 students. Out of this
number 438 passed and five failed.

Numerical grading was dropped at Yale University
in the fall term of 1967. In its place were substituted four
categories: honors, the same as "A"; high pass, the equal
of "B"; pass, equivalent to "C"; fail, essentially the same
as "F". Yale's new system strays from pass-fail. It is the
same as the traditional "A-F" system with the absence
of the "D" category. Although the "D" grade indicates
substandard work, it is nevertheless a passing grade. Yale
students are left with neither the pass-fail option nor the
"D" grade which generally helps a student in danger of
failing to pull through.

While most of the Brandeis faculty neither encouraged nor discouraged students from taking advantage
of the pass-fail system, a large number did feel that passfail definitely encouraged students to explore others
areas of studies. Most professors agreed that the lessening
of evaluative work reduced the student's worries and
frustrations.
Cal Tech:s· explanafion for · introducing the passfail system was to :solve its dropout problem. Too many
of its pressured f~eshmen were leaving out of utter panic;
over their inability to compete- with other student. Re-
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comments Dean McFarla~nd. "l think this is favorable
ill" some instances and not.,so fav~rable in others, This new
freedom will make some students become interested in
· their studies for the intrinsic value while oth~rs Will only
be motivated by the rewaFd of an "A" · grade."
There is no assurance ...that pass-fail credits from
one institution will be counted as credits in transferring
to another university. This will hold ~true at U.T El Paso.
It is advisable for a student to investigate whether passfail grades are accepted at other schools to which he may
.
transfer.
Lack of grades under a pass-fail system· should
not jeopardize a student's chances at graduate school 9r
a job since at the present most pass-fail courses are electives. "I don't believe the pass-fail system will lower
the caliber of the college student,'' said Dean Small,
"but it will make it more difficult for graduate schools
to evaluate a transcript." In those instances where a grade
point average is not available, graduate deans will have
to depend heavily on interviews, faculty recommendations and the school's reputation. "There is a growing
tendency for schools using the pass-fail system to make
the minimum passing grade the equivalent of 'C '. Where
this policy is explained in a university catalog, other institutions are less reluctant to accept transfer credit with
a ' pass ' grade," Dean Small added.
A big step towards progressive schopling, UT El
Paso's pass-fail system may still see other changes in
order to offer students a more liberal education. "I would
like to extend the pass-fail system to some of. the required courses outside a student's major or minor," says
Dean Small. "The present conditions for pass-fail defeat
the purpose of this new grading system since as a rule
students get their best grades with elective subjects."
The rapid acceptance of pass-fail grading may give
an indication of what lies ahead for American education.
Nevertheless, a complete withdrawal from "A-F" grading
may not come around for some time yet. There are still
students who may never become self-motivated scholars.
Those who advocate progressive education can look upon
the pass-fail system as three categories short of what
grading has been for 185 years. As for those satisfied
with the traditional grading plan, pass-fail is two categories within the boundaries of "A-F" evaluation.
The pass-fail plan is by no means a gradeless system. As long as the possibility of passing or failing exists,
pass-fail is not without grades. Yet it is a solution toward
easing the grading pressures on college students and a
step towards a more liberal education. The pass-fail system should be extensively tried and its results comprehensively analyzed in order to determine if the system
should pass or fail. D

The reasons behind the "thumbs down" attitude towards letter grades is a vital fore~ behind the pass-fail
movement. Letter grades are viewed by many educators
as the cause of so much panic and frustration on college
campuses today. As schools expand and progress, and as
their students become more intellectual and individualistic, the trend has been to deemphasize grades and stress
self-motivated learning. Progressive educators argue that
where grades are emphasized, the student does not necessarily become a scholar but instead a grade-getter, retaining only that information which will help him pass.
Exams are viewed as an irrelevant part of a student's education by many disciples of pass-fail grading
since grades depend so heavily upon exams. If a professor bases the course grade on one exam, the final, those
students who can retain infonrilition only from one week
to another may find themselves in a difficult situation.
Often times the desperate student will resort to cheating
when he is unprepared for the surprise pop quiz, the
true-and-false, or the multiple choice exam.
When supporting any arguments against exams, the
following points should be considered. As much as an instructor would often hate to admit, an individual's grade
depends too often · on the ability of· the class. This is
usually the case when basing grades on a curve. The
grade also depends on the teacher's standards. One professor's "A" is not always another's. Not to be overlooked
is the pricJe too many professors take in having the reputation of giving the toughest exams on campus.
Yet, despite these disadvantages, exam grades are
ve'ry important in diagnosing the effectiveness of a course.
"If the grade results are bad," explains Dr. John McFarland, dean of the School of Education at UT El Paso,
"then I know that I am failing someplace." The pass-fail
plan would mak~such careful diagnosis difficult to do.
One thing is definitely true about a pass-fail grading
system. It allows for only two groups of students-those
who do passing work and those who do not. On the other
hand, the "A-F" grading system allows for five groups of
students. The average student is at an advantage under pass-fail grading. Since there is no recognition for
excellence under pass-fail, a "C" student is placed in the
same category as the "A" or "B" student. Also, in many
instances, the line between pass and fail is what would
usually be recognized as "C" grade. This being the case,
the "D" grade is not accepted and the student, who would
barely be passing, would fail.
Another major point to consider about the passfail plan is that some students may neglect their studies.
This argument is based on the psychological reaction
brought on by the pass-fail system. "Students will undoubtedly feel a greater freedom and be more relaxed,':

Of course, the complexity of the Pass - Fail System is already confusing to some U. T. El Paso students.
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by Craig Hoover

Carl carefully placed the present
in the center of the chipped and battered dining table. It wasn't store
bought as most presents are, but
homemade. Carl had been extremely
meticulous with its construction and
he was quite pleased with the results.
Mr. Croner, the storekeeper, had been
reluctant to sell some of the materials to a fifteen year old boy, but
Carl had lied and said his Pa had
sent him.
"Next time you buy stuff like this,
bring a note from your Pa,"· Mr.
Croner had told him.
Carl took two steps back to admire
the bright red ribbon that held the ·
present tied. ·and then went outside
to sit on the. front steps and wait
for his Pa.
· The sun was just dipping behind
the remnants of the faded red barn
when he stepped out onto the front
porch. He leaned h i s frail body
against a dirty-white support pillar,
folded his freckled arms, and slid
down into a sitting position.
Nights like this he missed the
companionship of Jonas, his pet cat.
They use to talk to each other about
everything. Carl talked mostly about
his real Pa and how wonderful he had
been, although he really didn't remember. Jonas would lie curled in
Carl's lap, his ears pricked up at rigid
attention listening intently and his
tongue flicking the_. dust off ·his black
and white coat . • Jonas us~ally talked
about the other ani.mals. They had to
conduct their conversations iit secret
though, because of Pa.
'
"Ani~als don't talk!" he would

scream, his face crimson with rage,
the veins bulging from his massive
neck.
"They can't talk to you and you
can't talk to them!"
"But, Pa . . . " Carl would protest
feebly.
"No buts, boy! If I catch you talking to that cat again, I'll flay the hide
off you!"
And he did too.
A brisk breeze kicked up small
funnel shaped dust clouds in the front
yard. The cool air raised goose bumps
on Carl's bare arms and he shivered.
He wondered if ·Jonas had gone to
heaven. It didn't seem like a year
had gone by already since Jonas had
been murdered. It happened on Pa's
last birthday ...
Carl had prepared Pa's favorite
dinner that night a year ago. _He
wondered now why he had done a
thing like that? He guessed he'd done
it because his Ma would have wanted
it that way were she still alive.
The meal was stone cold by the
time the rusted pick-up had crossed
over the front gate and skidded to a
dust raising stop in front of the decaying farm house. Calvin Armstrong
and Orville Sloan, Pa's drinking buddies were standing in the flat bed of
the truck waving a whiskey fug and
singing.
I onas was ensconced in the warm
comfort of Carl:s lap. He lurched forward when the truck door swung
open. But Carl caught and held him,
stroking and reassuring him until he
resumed his purring.
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Claude Bates hovered over the
pair grinning. The homebrew on his
breath nauseated Carl but he fought
it down. In one hand he carried a
half empty whiskey bottle; he palmed
a dirty shoe box in the other.
''I'm gonna teach you a lesson today, boy." He glanced over his beefy
shoulder and winked at his two followers. They grinned, baring brown
stained teeth, and winked back.
"How come you're late, Pa?" Carl
asked in hurt tones. "I fixed your
favorite dinner tonight ... ,you kn9w,
on account of your birthday and all.
It's all cold and ... "
"Don't scold me, boy," he'd hissed
and ·grabbed Carl by the r~:eck of the
shirt, lifting him half way off the
porch.
"I don't answer to you or nobody
else about my comin's and gain's."
Orville and Calvin bobbed their heads
up and down in agreement.
Releasing the tight grip on Carl,
Claude Bates stooped his larg~ frame
over and set the box down on the
porc!J,. He reached a calloused hand
toward Jonas. The cat shrunk back
instinctively. But instead of smacking him, he/ gently stroked Jonas'
sleek coat.
"This here's the talking cat, boys."
He looked up at his two friends and
·
chuckled.
Jonas eased out of Carl:s lap
and cautiously approached the box.
He sniffed around it excitedly and
then with his nose tipped off the lid.
(Continued on page 21)

"Spring Harvest"

Carli Valencia

'·•

A Look at MC
Father Louis M. Mancini is presently a sociology
graduate student at UTEP. He explained that the church
cannot and u;ill not make accomodations for the neu;
morality. Father Mancini is presently associated with St.
Michael's Church and has been a priest for 25 years. At
the age of 61, he is as athletic as he ever was, ice-skating
in his spare time.

soon after. Oh, I want sex, I'm the same as anyone else.
I could go to Juarez to those houses of prostitution, there's
nothing to stop me. But why don't I? I still have to live
with myself, I still have my self-respect. I can't afford
to let myself be loose. I see so many priests who are
coming up with their own ideas on morality, which is
not the proper thing. There was a time when we thought
masturbation was a mortal sin-to some it's not. But what
has changed that? Just individual thinking. You have
people who will go to one who thinks the same as they
do. Well, where's the strength in that? There isn't any,
(Continued on page 16)

It is only theologians who are shooting off their
mouths about their own view's, not the church's. They
themselves are wanting sexual license which is proven
by the fact that so many are leaving and even marrying
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fessions from boys coming over from the striptease shows,
houses of prostitution; .they tak~ d~ugs, get drunk, take
advantage of girls. So L ask them, "If' you had a son
would you like him to act like you do-or if y.ou had
a daughter would you li~e her taken advantage of?"
I seem to have a great deal m?re suc6ess this way.

.

''I'd rather not follow the crowd. I
never have- that's why I'm a priest
now."

However, we need temptation to develop our virtue,
responsibility, and character. For exaffi"ple, a ma.n betrays
a military fort because he sees that his side is losing. Another man, an honorable one, who is fighting for his country
crosses enemy lines to counteract the action of the. betrayal. Another man crosses enemy lines to consummate
country. This man is caught with the incriminating
papers and is condemned to death. John Andre was
hanged as a consequence of his own admission despite
the fact that he was under orders and they were contrary to his own feelings. Benedict Arnold was the traitor
who escaped. Well what went out to make a man like
that? Self indulgence? No. Character.

it's just weakness. That's just this person's view trying
to find an authority who shares their own point of view.
It's just like the mother who says "no" to the daughter,
but ·she still wants to go to the dance. So what does she
do? She goes to the .father. Just because I want the
pleasure of sex I should try to take advantage of a girl?
I want to eat more too, but where's the control in that,
whP.rt~'s the character?
So we have what YOU call the new morality which
to me is an old immorality with declining inhibitions. It
is merely on a larger scale and the things that were spoken
of very quietly and with a hush are now discussed publicly. And why? Because everybody else is doing it. The
community pressure, the regard for one's own person,
one's own self-respect is gone. We're letting social values
take possession of our thinking. For ·example, why do
persons drink now? Because everybody else does. Why
do they smok~? Because everyboqy else does. Well about
50% of the students at UTEP are dressing like everybody
else does. I'd rather not follow the crowd I never have'
that's why I'm a priest ~ow.

The less you live for yourself the happier you are.
The more you live for yourself the more miserable you
are. Even the science of medicine is coming to the assistance of Holy Scripture. The World Health s·ervice
tells us that towards the end good health depends more
on the services within the body then without. If people
would take better care of themselves they would live
long, happy, healthy lives, if not, they will ~ake themselves sick "A sound mind makes a sound body." There
are so many psychiatric problems now-the stress diseases. Why? Faulty thinking by selfish, uncharitable,
vindictive people.
I don't know who lives longer-sisters or elephants.
But the longest-living people we have are people who
are dedicated to others. Dr. Albert Schweitzer was
buried in French Equatorial Africa at the age of 90,
living for other people. Florence Nightingale did lrer
best work the last 35 years of her life. Then there was
Helen Keller. They lived a long time. Well, let's define
happiness-life's desire's satisfied, not wanting anything
else, total satisfaction. The moment we want, our happiness is gone. These people that I just named were
happy. Not those who are living loosely, drinking, .taking
drugs. They will end up a casket full of dead pleasure.
Hoping that's the end. But supposing it isn't. Supposing
there is a God, a reckoning beyond the grave. Hadn't
we better play it safe? I don't want to end up a casket
of dead pleasure.

·. Thi~ generati.on's justification is that everybody
else is doing it-but that's not God's law. Premarital sex
is wrong because it violates God's law. But when you
ask them if they'd want their children to do it, they say
no. They would deny their children the pleasure that they
want now. They want their children to grow up to be
good, God-fearing people; honest, industrious, good
citizen's, a credit to God, a credit to their country and a
credit to them as parents. You have on campus the girl,
who wants to be popular and 'in' with the group, so
she has to do what they do. There are no inhibitions
so far as trying to go into marriage as a virgin. It's the
accepted thing. But whenever the courtship has no respect for each other's bodies, no respect for each other's
honor, integrity, or God's laws, what have they got in
marriage? As a consequence you have so many divorces.
Why? Because there's no honor, no respect in the marriage. The looseness that was exhibited in the courtship is the same after marriage.

But I see a lot of hard-working students out at
UTEP. They will live to bury these other people. It's
these students who will supply the world with the strength,
the character, with self-respect and integrity. These are
the people who will have the heritage to pass on.

I asked Dr. Mancini how he dealt with single girls
who confessed to having affairs.
Well a long time ago I gave up on trying to appeal
to a person so far as sin is concerned. It doesn't seem
to scare anyone anymore. I don't tell anyone that what
they do is a mortal sin, or the church teaches this or
that. I just go on individual thinking, appeal to their
own self-respect and apply the Golden Rule. I hear con-

Back in the thirties, Will Rogers was invited to
an affair of state. He heard one filthy joke after another.
When he finally spoke he said, "What this country needs
is cleaner minds and dirtier fingernails."
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At 25, Lionel Ceniceros has been called everything short of a card carrying communist-leftist, liberal,
militant, radical. "''m not exactly what someone would
call a liberal," says Lionel. "To me a liberal is a person
who is willing to compromise. Many students now feel
that compromising isn't enough. They are what would
best be described as radicals rather than liberals. I'm
a radical." Lionel continues, "Radicals are trying to make
people change their minds about old, stale traditions.
If I can succeed as a radical today then I can be a
liberal when I'm an old man."
Most visitors to Lionel's office are often surprised,
some are even visually abhored by a 20" x 15" picture of
Cuban Che Guevara which hangs on the wall above his
desk. This has been the source of many derogatory
and misleading rumors about Lionel. "He's one of the
most recent true revolutionaries and I admire the guy,"
explains Lionel. "Of course he is not above criticism."
Like any extremely courageous young man, Lionel
is also very stubborn and determined. "Many times it is
hard to tell where the courage ends and the stubbornness
begins," explains Bob Johnson, Assistant Director of Student Publications. This combination of courage and stubbornness has led Lionel to display "grace under pressure"
whenever the newspaper comes under fire. He doesn't
let his emotions run away with his reason.
Sound reasoning is one of Lionel's marked qualities. He can talk about controversial issues and not
sound extreme. His definition of a revolution is a classical example of Lionel's ability to sound nothing like the
stereotype radical:
"A revolution to me is not necessarily one where
people will t;:tke over the capital," he s·t ates. "A revolution
is a change. It is a change where the U.S. will not find
itself entering the 21st Century with ghettos." Continuing,
he observes, "This nation can not continue to grow or
improve at the rate we have without there being a lot
of political, social and economic change."
Lionel applies his revolution concept to the editorial policy of The Prospector. He has changed the
newspaper from a social gossip supplement to a source
of vital information of relevant issues such as Viet Nam,
Blacks and Chicanos ..
"We've often been criticized because we don't have
enough fraternity or sorority news. This really isn't entirely The Prospector's fault," says Lionel. "The Greeks
haven't shown that much interest in the first place. We
could give them an entire page but they haven't shown
up with anything. Also, because the Greeks are such
a small · percentage on campus, their activities are not
impor.t ant to everybody. We've gotten away from the
high school type of news s~ we neglect sorority house
gossip.'"
.,
He contin~~s by saying, "We didn't run a story
on the varsity ch~e~leaders this year. They like publicity
and they'll throw themselves at you for it. The Prospector.
doesn't gi~e this type of fre~ p~blicity anymore."

Graduating this summer as a political science
major, Lionel often speaks of one of his political interests.
"Only a few years ago, anyone who spoke Spanish and
was of Mexican decent wa·s a Chicano. Today, however, Chicano has a political connotation. A Chicano is
a Mexican-American with an identity-his culture. The
Chicano wants to have his culture accepted by the predominant society."
Lionel credits his better understanding of the university to being the editor of the campus newspaper.
He is in a position to observe, listen and influence. The
editorial page, particularly his bi-weekly column, "The
Left Margin," has taken strong stands against SA cards
and the athletic department.
"The entire athletic department is a propaganda
device," says Lionel. "It's function is to promote the
university through the athletic events. But things can
get out of hand as they did not too long ago with the
Black athletes. They were recruited for the sole purpose
of having a winning team and no regards were given
to whether -the athletes would find the surroundings
suitable."
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(Continued from page 11)
"Jonas? Get out .. .. "Carl started
to rise off the steps but his Pa placed
his open palm against Carrs chest
and shoved him back down.
"Leave 'im be, boy," he admonished.

Jonas dragged a singularly large
fish from the box. He glanced furtively in every direction and then
attacked the dead fish voraciously,
ripping off and devouring large hunks
in a single gulp. Suddenly he leaped
into the air, twisting and writhing in
agony. He raced around in circles
chasing his tail, his not pink tongue
dragging in the dust. Then he fell,
clawing feebly at the air. His mournful whining grew weaker ... his painting almost imperceptible ... Then he
was still.
Carl jumped up and froze, his
eyes slowly widening with horror and
amazement as he began to grasp the
full meaning of what had happened.
An agonizing cry of grief had escaped
his purpled lips as he ran to I onas'
side. Carl picked him up, and cuddled him in his trembling arms.
"Pal You . . . " he choked, ·..y ~u

murdered him! Why? Why? He never
hurt you . .. he was my pet. I . .. I
loved him. I ..." Carl tried not to
cry but the dam broke finally and a
flood of hot tears cascaded down his
ashen cheeks.
Claude Bates and his two friends
erupted in a burst of thunderous
laughter, slapping t_heir thighs and
each other's backs.
"That's the lesson, boy," his father
roared. "Get it? Curiosity once killed
the cat." A renewed outburst of guffawing followed. Then the trio climbed back into the truck and roared
away.
Carl buried Jonas ceremoniously
behind the shed, the hideous laughter
ringing in his ears. That was last year
but the laughing still echoed in his
brain . ..
Carl had not hated or held a
grudge against his step-father until
then. He had even tried to like him
for his mother's sake. But he shouldn't
have murdered his friend. Carl had
never been able to forgive him for
that.
The ancient truck rattling down
the entrance road, backfiring in protest, swiftly brought Carl back to this

(Continued from page 17)
perts allow .. for genuine guilt. If I've violated a deep
personal conviction, say by hurting somebody else, of
course I feel guilty afterwards. We're all weak, so
what's new? This is psychologically healthy.
But if I have no deep personal convictions, if my
morality is strictly conventional, and consequently if I
violate it, any guilt feelings I have are rather phoney because I didn't really believe in these things in the first
place. For example, the church says I shouldn't do thisso I don't do it. I keep saying that was bad, I shouldn't
have done it because I had been told not to. But it
takes a lot of self-development, self-perception to see
the deception involved in this second kind of guilt experience.
Finally I asked Dr. McNamara what he thought
the outcome of the new morality would be. Will it
spread?
. I think some aspects of the new morality will. Definitely. For example the desire to be really honest with
oneself, t0 'test the do's and don'ts by experience, to relate
to others on a deeper le.vel without worrying about what
others think. Ftankly I don't see how you C'an stop this
kind of thing. More people ~rite about it, movies have
it~ people discuss it. Now how rapidly our institutions
(families, schools, and churches) adapt to the change is
another determining factor. But t~ey can't ignore it, ~nd

in most cases they really aren't. Parents .and youthguides are sincerely searching today for ways of relating
to young people, for coming up with some way of reinterpreting the traditional morality so that it makes sense
to the kids. Now they'll have to come up with some
good arguments for their views on morality. If there are
no convincing reason, then 'permissiveness with affection'
will become more and more prevalent.
I remember one very wise parent saying, you
know, we have to help the youngsters see that having
sex with another person involves you with the mystery
of that person, with his or her spiritual center. I like
that. It means you don't take sex lightly or just casually,
because they aren't casual things. The utter uniqueness of
each individual comes in her. I should think an insight
like this could be integrated into the great religious traditions. You could argue, of coU'rse, that any emphasis
on the dignity of the individual person comes from · the
great religions. O.K., fine. Now translate all that into
norms of sexual conduct which .m ake sense to young
people today in view of the free-ranging experience they
have. This isn't the sociologist's job, by any means. But
it's a worthwhile challenge for mom ;md dad, priest,
rabbi, minister, teacher, and counselor-as long as they
do it in communication with the young people they're
trying to help. 0
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year's birthday. He glared now in
hate as Claude Bates parked the truck
and lumbered up to the front steps.
"What's for dinner, boy?" He looked menacingly at his step-son.
Your favorite, Pa, . . . roast beef
and brown gravy." Carl kept his head
down as he followed his Pa into the
house.
Once inside Carl went straight to
the kitchen. His Pa lingered in the
dining room, fingering the present.
'What's in the box, boy?'' his
father bellowed.
"It's a present for ya, Pa," Carl
called back, "for your birthday."
Carl froze rigid with suspense and
fear. Time seemed to stop ...
When at last the explosion came,
immense relief and satisfaction took
possession of Carl. The fear, the hate,
and even the haunting laughter were
gone. He thought of Jonas and
smiled.
'
"Happy Birth~ay, Pa," he sang
out.
,.Carl closed the back door behind
him, and half walked, half skipped
up the dusty road towards town to
tell the sheriff about the pr.esent. 0

by
Pat Ellis

"'Thank you for giving us a place to
makP a stand."
-Commune dweller from
EASY RIDER
There is no other place in America as beautiful as the green, rolling,
ice-capped mountains that surround
the small village of Taos, in Northern New Mexico. The Rio Grande
slides along green-banked pastures,
clean, clear and pleasantly drinkable.
What better place for the children
of Nature to settle?
The settlers come into the town,
flashes of EASYRIDERS and LIFE
magazine photographs on the mind.
With little money in their pockets
and long hair blown by the .brisk
wind, they get off the main highwl'\y
and stroll into the Plaza, where the
blunt reality of American Society .
greets them ~jp the form of local rednecks' scowls and police cars at every
corner. The confrontation between
two entirely different lifestyles is
unashamedly out in the open. Taos
is a melting pot at full boil.
While the old time artists and
writers in the area accept the newcomers as some sort of comedy relief, the businessmen and their workers don't see the humour in the situation at all. Many bar-owners, restauranteurs, clothing-store salesmen,
grocery checkers and motel-operators
are openly hostile to anyone more
radical · than crewcut. The weekly
newspaper; the "'Taos News", feeds
Mr. ~usinessman's hate by printing
inflammatory letters from paranoid
Minuteme~. And Taos High School
has replaced daily~prayer with daily
"hate-hippie" pr~paganda .... Fortunately, the school kids, :the only T.aosenos
who are on: top · of it, pay as little
attention to the propaganda as. they
'•

previously paid to mechanical prayer.
To be sure, the wandering hitchhikers from middle-American suburbia do bring a strain on the Taosenos
which they are not able to cope with.
There are absolutely no jobs left for
anyone and those who are working
for any of the businesses in town are
working for slave's wages at best.
Drugs are everywhere and are 'more
attainable and less expensive than
beer, which may explain fourteen
state police cars in a town no bigger
in area than Kern Place in El Paso.
Sometimes the strain causes longhair to turn on longhair. Such is the
case with Bob, the bartender at the
El Patio Grill. This historical restaurant is the only one in town which
serves longhairs with open arms, in
an effort by the manager, Terry
Ohlinger, to balance the hate which
is in such full force everywhere else
in town. Terry is presently being
pressured by the Chamber of Commerce to get rid of his longhaired
bartender. Terry looks upon this
threat as a challenge to his freedom
of management, while hip-Bob, the
bartender in question, blames the
wandering, freaked out, jobless hippies for his predicament. "Instant
Kharma Gonna Get You." A victory
for the system.
The main attraction for those in
search of a meaningful existence is
Taos' communal society, spread out
and nested in the surrounding mountains. Most of the attracted are exhigh school or college students, or
graduates, fed up with the computerized anxieties of traditional rascist
America which they thought they left
back home. They are ready to get
back to the Earth and make it with
Mother Nature. They are disappoint-
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ed when they find that all of the
fourteen communes in the area are
closed off to any newcomers. Some
are forbidden even to visitors, others
are open only on Sunday to curious
onlookers or friends of the commune.
The commune dwellers have found
through harsh experience that communal life does not work if the communes are left open to all who wish
to share. New Buffalo, the commune
used in the set of EASY RIDER, is
a shambles due to an open door policy
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Sherry, fifteen, finds horseback riding
in the mountain valleys relaxing. A
member of a "family" of seven who
lives on the edge of town, she views
Taos as "the most beautiful spot in
the world."
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